Q Anon: Something is Rotten in the Denver Airport
Early yesterday morning, Q Anon posted a very brief message: he
alerted us to the Denver Airport murals and he provided a link to a site
which gave a fairly superficial look at those murals. And I thought I
would do a video to expand on those murals and I think, not only will
you and other Q Anon followers be very interested but I think Q
himself. First of all I want to show you the message that he gave, it's
on all of his sites: ‘Something is Rotten in the Denver Airport’.
It's very simple: all he did was mention the Denver murals and I
suspect that the one mural or message on that site that he wanted you
to look at the most, is part of the capstone plaque because there is a
date given on it and the date is March 19th, 1994.
And of course, Q has been
mentioning March 19th this
year as a big, big, big, day
and March 1994 is when
this capstone was set and
that was exactly 25 years
ago from this March 19th.
And of course, you notice
the Masonic emblem
because I guess they had a
lot to do with the building of
this Denver International
Airport and they probably had a lot to do
with the subject matter of the art also.
Next, everyone I think has seen this blue,
standing fiberglass horse, I think they call it
'Blucifer', and the interesting anecdote
about this work of sculpture is that it fell on
the artist and killed him. That’s probably a
good indication of the demonic character of
the art and the architecture and the
sculpture in this airport. And of course, I
think we've all seen the gargoyles; here's a
well known gargoyle, I think it has to do with
the briefcase here. And they now have a
talking gargoyle, by the way, if you go to the
airport, and it interacts with people; you can
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ask it questions and it talks to you, and it's quite interesting, and it tries
to debunk the conspiracy theories about the Denver International
Airport. Unfortunately, I believe a lot of those conspiracy theories are
true.

Talking gargoyle - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKVOtx7Blfk

Now, here's one of
the murals and I
don't think you can
see this anymore
out there; I don't
know if they've
removed it or not.
Of course, the
fascinating part of
this particular
mural is the
guillotine blade!
Notice that it's well
hidden. They don't
accentuate the
guillotine blade but it's there and they have a hidden agenda because
they want to cut off the heads of anyone who does not support their
One World agenda.
And the first major mural that they feature on this website that Q Anon
sent us to is this one where the stormtrooper, the God of War, I guess,
you'd call him, seems to be raping the dove of peace with his sword. I
wanted you to see what these people are thinking of and how they
think.
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And the next one that I want to show you (and all of these so far are on
that site) and this is one that got me on Anderson Cooper’s Ridiculist
program because it seems like a simple enough mural except, of
course, they have three people in coffins; I mean, it’s kind of a
gruesome sight for an airport.

I don't know if I'd want to travel after seeing that, but the part that
they’ve got hidden is this sexual imagery. Here is that close-up of the
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penguin, or Great Auk, as they call it, with the other bird over here and
it actually is an image of bestiality because it's hidden, of course.

And when I pointed this out, Anderson Cooper put me on his Ridiculist.
In fact, Stephen Colbert put me on his program also. I had to draw it in
for Anderson Cooper: if you would draw it in I think you can see what
I'm talking about: the male private parts and the female private parts.
It's not so difficult, once you take a closer look and you see what the
artist is getting at.
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I think he’s obsessed with phallic symbols, although that's what they
accused me of, by pointing out these things.
And just to prove to you that this is
exactly what the artist had in mind:
here's the name of the bird, that’s
what's on the sign. And if you notice
that word ‘impennis', just in case
you have some question about what
his subject matter is, I know that’s
Latin for ‘featherless', but that's not
why he picked it, we all know what
‘impennis' means in English.
In that same mural there is a Mayan girl supposedly holding a tablet
and there's a forest fire in the background and the city is burning and
most people interpret that as World War 3. But they don’t recognize
that this tablet which she is holding is in the form of a map: a map of
the Soviet Union. The Illuminati were telling us this way back in 1994
that Russia is going to be the cause of World War 3.

Of course, those of us who are Catholic, and we follow the Fatima
prophecies, we know that's exactly what the Blessed Virgin Mary told
the three Shepherd children at Fatima.
Let’s take a look at another of these murals, I forgot the name of it, Leo
Tanguma did all of these murals; this is a fake, or perverted, Last
Supper. The girl is in front of, probably a drug plant, and surrounded by
12 other children, in other words, a parody of the Last Supper.
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The interesting part is shown up here in this leopard and the word
that's found in the tail of the cub, and if you look at it carefully, what's
written is 'voodu'. Voodu is written backwards the way Satan would
write it; and all this is hidden.

Remember, the artist did not want us to see all these things, but
fortunately, I have been trained as an artist and I can see these things,
and I know what he's trying to do.
And here’s the third interesting mural I want you to look at and this is
supposed to be a peaceful scene and the figure in the middle is a
German boy who's hammering swords into plowshares and most
people understand he is an image of Donald Trump.
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I don't know if you can see that or not but what's interesting to me is
the figure next to Donald Trump: is that Melania Trump? Now
remember, this was 1994, several years before Melania even came to
this country and I think that girl does look like Melania Trump. If you
take a close-up of it, and I did a previous video on this, it's interesting
that after I did the video, they took down that mural. I don't think they
wanted people asking about Donald and Melania Trump in that mural
and they removed it, I think last June, 2018.
If you take a really close look you'll see that this is a very nasty image
because what is Melania grabbing a hold up there of Donald Trump?
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This artist has either a perverted sense of humor or is telling us
something about Melania and Donald Trump.

Now, I'm going to give you a real close-up of that; I know I'm accused
of showing a lot of phallic symbols but that's what the artist himself is
showing us here. That's what Melania Trump is grabbing hold of.

There's all kinds of phallic symbols in Leo Tanguma's artwork; and I
don't even have to show you this close up. I think you can see what
he's getting at.
And it isn't, by the way, just this artist, but even the architects: here for
example, is the outdoor baggage claim area and I think you can see
what the engineers and architects were getting at if I turn it upside
down. I showed this to Anderson Cooper on his program and he put
me on his Ridiculist three times at least. Stephen Colbert mocked me
on his program also; but remember, those people are working for the
CIA, or at least, Anderson Cooper is a CIA asset.
Here's what the plan for that outdoor baggage area looks like and I
think if you turn it upside down you can see what they're getting at.
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I'm not even going to describe it for you; I'll let your imagination work.
So, these people are, to quote Q, 'these people are sick'. All those
Denver artists and sculptors and architects, they have devious minds.
Of course, I think they were probably told what to do by the Masons.
There's no doubt it's a New World airport. Some people say it's a back
up White House in case America is hit with nuclear weapons. Some
people say, for example, that when comet Elenin went by, both Barack
Obama and NASA went out to Denver; they were all ready to go into
their bunkers. And that's the truth, look it up. Look up Barack Obama's
schedule, look up NASA's schedule. They held a conference there in
Denver the exact same time that comet Elenin whizzed by the earth.
So, I want to thank Q for re-bringing the Denver Airport murals to
everyone's attention because, as I say, and as Q would say, these
people are sick! Thanks for watching!
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Other videos with their transcripts on the Denver International Airport Murals:

Denver Airport Murals: Prophecies From Satan! 26th Jan 2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUDCdJvmP_g
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_3ca5d20da095489cba6e994b5be59d1d.pdf

Denver Murals Are Hidden Warnings To Barack Obama 29th Jan 2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cY7PwUMgmA
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_f07d8b89b8ea480791fcd55d1eb0fa5c.pdf

Sex and Satanism in the Denver Airport Murals 4th Feb 2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuITS87dOx4
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_ef9e1231769f4b8bbaef8acfde1eb983.pdf

Phallic Symbols at Denver International Airport 10th April 2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOQsvOkkLq4
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_e2eab1250be945d48eb40b48a73b3596.pdf

Porn at the Denver International Airport 10th June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5b3Xdn3ZnHo
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_e47fba5c086c4cdc8c98909079da00a2.pdf

CNN Anchor Verifies Porn at Denver Airport 16th June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9klJcFtv71s
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f9795d_82a82ed2f4ab4668b475b4e5a72f59dc.pdf

CNN Anderson Cooper
RidicuList 1 1st June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9M7GmPQMYXY
RidicuList 2 13th June 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLQESOuU-yI
RidicuList 3 21st Dec 2011
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mj6Ivrd2Yo
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